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Under the Broad Pennant
Linda Nixon, Commodore
I sincerely hope that members have managed to enjoy 2021 a little more than
the dreadful year before. Although we have still had lockdowns and restrictions
in place, we have at least had increased freedom to spend more time aboard our
beloved Macs. In saying that, the weather this year did not match the glori- ous
weather of 2020 where it was actually a pleasure to be homebound and have to
spend time in the garden.
This year, Chris and I spent a lot more time aboard but hardly ventured anywhere. Trips down the river and anchoring in nice spots for lunch replaced nights
in other marinas, sailing in company, and beach barbecues with boating friends.
Slowly, things are becoming a little more ‘normal’ again and as
we approach the time to halt our weekends aboard due to colder weather, I am already excited to think about the
opportunities and adventures that 2022 will bring.
Following the 2020 AGM which was held via Zoom, your Committee have managed to meet in person a couple of
times. Having got all the arrangements in place for the next MacMeet and AGM (February 2022), I had a unique
opportunity to book something special and throw all the other plans aside. I had enquired many years ago about
holding an AGM aboard one of our local historic vessels, Sailing Barge Victor. Unfortunately, Victor goes into dry dock
every February to be surveyed, painted and have minor repairs done. In October, Captain Wes came to tell Chris and
I that the barge was going into dry dock in January next year instead, so if we wanted to book it for an AGM and a
cruise down the river, we could. I would like to thank the other members of the Committee for agreeing that this was
too good an opportunity to miss, and for putting the other plans ‘on hold’.

Holding the AGM aboard with lunch, an afternoon trip AND a cream tea would normally be quite expensive, but
knowing the local people involved we have managed to secure this excellent opportunity at the very reasonable price
of £25 per head. Please DO take advantage of this and come along to meet other Mac owners and MOA mem- bers.
Full details appear later in this Journal.
I am sad to say that this is my last ‘Under The Broad Pennant’ because at the AGM I will be handing over my Commodore’s burgee to Peter Stebbings (currently Vice Commodore). It has been a huge honour to serve you as the first
lady Commodore of this Association, but you will still have to put up with me as your Honorary Membership Secretary.
Continue to stay safe everyone, and here’s hoping for a happy family and friends Christmas.
Notes from Hon. Ed.
Rather a smaller Journal for this Edition as not many
articles to include. I’m wondering if that has a bearing on a start –stop summer? Whatever, there’s
plenty of time to start writing for the next one.
If you have a phone with a QR reader App installed
on it, scan the code to the right into it and it’ll give
you a link to the continually-evolving Macwester
Owners Association’s Website. Do try it; I found it
rather good fun.

Sunshine & shade. An
Atlanta Macwester 8.5
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Peter Lloyd

Falls of Lora & Connel Sound
Having made my base Dunstaffnage this summer Loch
Etive beckoned. The sailing guides gives Loch Etive a
very good write up with the secluded upper section being
the jewel in the crown. I have got to say it didn’t disappoint. However, there is the little issue of how to run the
falls at the entrance. Reading the kayak guide it explains
how ebb flow can reach 12kn and their videos look very
existing. They explain if you get sucked down in a sucky
whirlpool then provided you are buoyant you will be jetted out into the bay, requiring a long swim home. The
sailing guides are a little more somber. The tidal flows
relative to Oban and Dover are explained and the air
draft on Connel Bridge is given as [14] , but also point
out the electric cables crossing the channel at Bowawe
narrows have a safe clearance of 13m at the lowest
point. At least the air draft of my Wight is 40’ 6” is no
problem.

I asked the locals at the marina about the best time to go
through. Whilst some explained their masts were too high
others confirm that despite sailing there for years the falls
had put them off entering, particularly when the sailing is
better elsewhere. After all, one can visit the lower end of
Etive by road. My crew though, who were arriving shortly
were expecting to sail up Loch Etive. There was nothing for it
but go and visit the falls by road. At the southwest side of
the bridge by the hotel you can get a good view of the western bay and the falls passing under the bridge. They certainly
looked very exiting (as a kayaker) as they were halfway
through the ebb tide. No kayakers though, to show me how
it is done. The flow (jet) from the main channel could be
seen shooting out a good 1/2-mile distance into the bay with
whirlpools galore. This required serious reading of the pilot
books and charts.
The day to ride the falls came. We arrived an hour after low water, to
take advantage of low water slack. We motored into the channel lining
up with the two uprights on southern cantilever of the bridge and nearly
came to a stop. The ebb was clearly still running strong. We allowed ourselves to drift sideways through the line of mini whirlpools into the perfectly calm waters in the southern bay where several yachts were
moored. With several buoys free I spent a happy half hour teaching my
crew how to catch a mooring buoy from the side of the boat (keeping a
close eye on the channel flow). After half an hour the incoming tide could
be seen rising up the shore and the stream in the channel started to look
a little weaker. Time to try again.
With the motor set at 5kn we curved round to take the channel flow
head on. We slowed to 2.5kn SOG and maintaining our position in the
middle of the flow headed
under the bridge and on
through Connel Sound and
into Loch Etive. Great, but
how to get back out? But
first let’s enjoy Loch Etive.
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Geoff White

A Salutary Tale

We had Haston Dee brought over to Malta on a flatbed trailer behind a 4 x 4. We didn't have a mooring but were
on the waiting list for a berth in Grand Harbour Marina in Birgu. Because of this we stored our boat ashore.

Our change of location, Torquay to Malta, meant that our insurance company required us to have a new survey.
The surveyor noted several, mainly minor, items that needed attention but there was one major defect which
needed to be addressed immediately, namely that the coach roof was sagging under the weight of the mast. I
thought that the roof was always slightly concave and had thought nothing of it but this is, apparently, quite a
common problem with all boats. In fact, shortly afterwards, there was an article in Practical Boat Owner about it.
In the article they suggested replacing a section of the roof but the advice we received was to fit a hardwood
beam as reinforcement, a suggestion that the surveyor agreed with. The photo below shows the newly installed
beam.

We used to go down below from the cockpit via a storage box which was attached to a panel which provided access to the engine. This certainly wasn’t the most elegant of systems so another job we had done was the construction of a proper set of companionway steps. At long last we were offered a berth at Grand Harbour Marina in
Birgu, just a fifteen-minute walk from where we live when we are in Malta.
There was a snag, though. We were told that the cooling system of our Beta 10 engine was working perfectly and
that when the engine was running masses of cooling water flowed out into the sea. Even though the boat was
ashore they had a system to check that water was taken in by the engine through a seacock and then out again
along with the exhaust. What was puzzling, though, was that a sensor kept sounding, suggesting that the engine
was overheating. After some discussion we concluded that the sensor itself was faulty as water could be seen
gushing out when the engine was running. Consequently, we arranged to have Haston Dee put back into the sea
in Marsamxett Harbour.

Marmsamxett
Harbour
Valetta
Grand Harbour

Grand
Harbour
Marina
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A Salutary Tale (cont)
Malta’s capital city, Valletta, is built on a headland and there is a harbour on either side, Marsamxett Harbour to
the northwest and Grand Harbour to the southeast. It would take us about 40 minutes or so to motor Haston Dee
round to her new berth in Grand Harbour Marina.
It was raining as we left but, fortunately, the weather soon brightened up and as we entered Grand Harbour between the two lighthouses that mark the entrance the sky was turning bluer and the sun was shining, quite nice at
the end of January.
A couple of minutes after taking the photo to the left, all hell was
let loose. The engine revved up to a very high speed, it didn’t respond to the throttle and white smoke was pouring out of the exhaust. The only way we could get the engine to stop was to turn off
the fuel line.
We were drifting in the middle of Grand Harbour. A couple in a motorboat came over and offered us a tow which we gratefully accepted. They were able to town us over to a suitable place to the right
of the photo where we could tie up. Unfortunately, they were not
very experienced when it came to towing and, as we neared our
potential mooring they suddenly stopped their boat, with the result
that we went into the back of them.
We telephoned the boatyard that we’d just left and they came to
the rescue, towing us to our berth in Grand Harbour Marina. The
aftermath of all this was that we had to have a new engine block as
the overheating had caused some of the internal components to
bend. We had also caused some minor damage to the boat that
initially towed us which the boatyard repaired at no cost to us.
I felt that the boatyard had some liability in all this as they shouldn’t have let us leave until they could be certain
that the sensor was, in fact, faulty. I should have insisted that they fully check the sensor but I didn’t and instead
went along with their original suggestion. Suffice to say, that we reached an amicable settlement but it still left me
out of pocket.
While it’s true that seawater was flowing through the engine, Beta engines also have a sealed cooling system which
uses a heat exchanger and it was this that was blocked. The moral of this tale is that, if you suspect that something is wrong, put it right.
(You’ve probably noticed that while the outside of Haston Dee is very smart – see The Macwester Journal, Autumn
2020 – the inside is pretty rough. Now that we’re back here for the winter, the inside is my priority!)
Notes from Hon. Ed: I share Geoff’s pain on both these traumas on my Atlanta Macwester 8.5. In respect of the mast that had
started its descent into the boat, it was standing on a marine-ply block that had rotted within it’s fibreglass casing, causing the
head’s door to achieve an unusual angle. Rebuilt in the way described above. My attempts to cremate the 20hp Beta engine came
about when the sea-water pump fan belt started slipping (unknown to me) and a generous plume of smoke arose serenely from
the engine compartment. Was escorted in to my berth on the Hamble by Sea-Start (the ‘AA/RAC’ of the Solent), did the decent
thing and went for a pint or two to let it go cold. No damage done, fortunately, but my Beta bloke fitted a far more efficient pulley
system.

2020 AGM – BELATED CELEBRATIONS
The 2020 AGM was held via Zoom back in
February 2021 and after this event, I
emailed all the trophy winners to let them
know that their awards were going to be
posted out to them.
I was really pleased when Geoff White, who
was the winner of the Log Spinner Trophy
for ‘Best Technical Article’ replied that he
would like to come and collect it from me in
person once it was safe to do so. This day
finally arrived in July when lockdown restrictions were fully eased. Geoff and his
wife travelled up to Ipswich and I had the
great pleasure of presenting his well deserved trophy to him. Well done, Geoff!
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Members Annual MacMeet (incorporating the 2021 AGM)
Saturday 26th February 2021 @ 11.00am
The Macwester Owners’ Association tries to ensure one annual opportunity to bring Macwester Owners together.
During the dark days of February, with Christmas behind us and the next sailing season seeming ages into the future, we hold a shore based MacMeet. Members can meet up with people from other parts of the country and talk
face to face with people who know Macwester yachts inside out and back-to- front. We try to move the Annual MacMeet round the country so that from time to time members in all corners of the UK get the chance to attend without too long a Journey.
In recent years we have been to Bristol on the West coast, Oxford in central England, Warsash on the South coast
and Kingston Upon Hull on the North-east coast. The recent trend has been to have the meeting in a coastal town,
on the assumption that many owners are based by the sea, and this year the AGM is being held in Ipswich on the
East coast.
The AGM is the opportunity for the Committee to inform the membership of the doings of the Association, bring
everyone up to date with the progress and plans of the Association and for members to generally hold the Committee to account. It is also an excellent opportunity to meet like-minded Mac owners and find out more about your
Association in the heart of the glorious East Coast sailing area.
Ipswich has a fascinating maritime history and boasts a bustling waterfront with marinas, bars, cafes and restaurants. One historical vessel which is moored there is Sailing Barge Victor, and we are proud to announce that this will
be the venue for the 2021 Annual MacMeet.

Sailing Barge Victor, built in 1895, is a perfect
marriage of a majestic and traditionally rigged
19th century sailing vessel with comfortable,
modern facilities for guests. A sailing trip on
Sailing Barge Victor offers a truly memorable
and affordable opportunity to experience living
history. It is unique as a barge that was built in
Ipswich and has worked all its life in the
East of England, and proudly represented
Suffolk in the Thames Diamond Jubilee
Pageant.

The AGM will start at 11.00 am and is expected to finish at about 12.15pm. Members are invited to assemble from
10.30 so that people can meet old friends and new members can get to meet some of the existing members (and
the Committee members of course!). After the formal part of the AGM there will be a buffet lunch, and entries for
the photographic competition will be judged. Once the AGM has finished, Barge Victor will cast off and take us through
Ipswich Lock and down the Orwell River for an afternoon cruise. You will go under the magnificent Orwell Bridge and
see the beauty of the Suffolk countryside. This is a fantastic opportunity which we have never been able to offer
members before. A cream tea will be served as we head back to Ipswich Docks.
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Tickets for the daytime part of the MacMeet are £25 which includes tea or coffee before the AGM, a buffet lunch, an afternoon trip down the river AND a cream tea. This is a massive saving on what this private hire would normally cost, so if you have ever thought ‘I must go to an AGM one year’ then this is the
year to definitely do it!

ALSO:
On the Friday evening (25th February 2022) a number of members plan to meet up for drinks and a chat (and a
meal if you wish) at the Oyster Reach from around 7.00 pm. This is a wholly informal gathering with no organised
format - just friends, old and new, meeting together. New members will be especially welcome to join us and get to
know some of the committee and other members. A Premier Inn is on the same site as the Oyster Reach, a perfect
hotel if you are staying overnight!
On the Saturday evening there is an organised formal get-together with a meal at the Butt and Oyster at historic
Pin Mill on the River Orwell. Trip Adviser rates this as ‘The most scenic pub in Suffolk’.

A deposit of £5 per
head will be required if
you wish to join your
Committee at this meal
but menus will not be
available until nearer
the date.

For members who wish to make a weekend of it, please find a list of local hotels below:
HOTEL
ADDRESS
NUMBER
Holiday Inn
London Road, Ipswich, IP2 0UA
0871 942 9045
Travelodge
Novotel
Penta Hotel
Salthouse Harbour Hotel
Premier Inn
Premier Inn – Ipswich
South

15 Duke Street, Ipswich, IP3 0AE
Grey Friars Road, Ipswich, IP1 1UP
Ranelagh Road, Ipswich, IP2 0AD
Neptune Quay, Ipswich, IP4 1AX
33 Key Street, Ipswich, IP4 1DD
Bourne Hill, Wherstead, Ipswich, IP2 8ND

0871 984 6329
01473 363800
01473 694600
01473 226789
0871 527 9388
0871 527 8552

THIS IS WHERE WE WILL BE MEETING ON THE
FRIDAY EVENING

There are, of course, many other hotels and bed and breakfast guest houses which can be sourced online. Prices for
hotels will vary according to the booking method you use – please look out for cheap weekend deals!
Your Committee would very much like an early indication of your intention to attend the 2021 Annual MacMeet and
AGM. Barge Victor has a limited capacity and places will be secured on a ‘First come, first served’ basis.
If you would like to attend this very special event, please email your Commodore, Linda Nixon, as soon as possible.
linda@debyacht.co.uk
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